ISO 20022 testing simplified

Unifits Test Engine:
automate end-to-end
testing within your bank

Testing ISO 20022 XML
messages: turning
complexity into simplicity
The Unifits Test Engine simulates test counterparts and enables the end-to-end testing of payment transaction flows for financial institutions.
Simulating the behaviour of each role within
payment clearing and settlement infrastructures,
the highly-specialized and easy-to-use software
solution enables independent, continuous automated testing of the overall payments cycle and
ensures your interoperability with all the payment
ecosystems you are connected with.

TRUSTED BY THE INDUSTRY | CUSTOMER EXAMPLES

At a glance
Massive acceleration of the test execution
Significant reduction of test resources
Ready for immediate use (domain knowledge
integrated, no scripting)
Highly improved test quality
Reduced operational risks

FUNCTIONALITY

Automated end-to-end transaction testing
The Unifits Test Engine is the first solution of its kind with extensive industry-specific knowledge
already embedded. Simulators for all types of payment clearing and settlement infrastructures thus
turn your test environment into a mirror image of production and enables continuous testing 24/7/365.
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COMPATIBILITY

Supported payment schemes
The Unifits Test Engine complies with the guidelines
of a wide range of clearing schemes for a large variety of payment systems throughout the world, e.g.
Real-Time payments, High Value payments, Mass &
Retail payments.
Unifitis is constantly introducing new schemes and
enabling automated testing for all your different types
of payment transactions. This means that no matter
what schemes and guidelines you need to comply
with for clearing and settlement, and no matter what
standards you offer your corporate clients for payment initiation and reporting, the comprehensive simulation of all counterparties allows you to automate
your payment transaction testing in no time at all.
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“

Thanks to Unifits Test Engine, availability of our highly
skilled test resources is a much smaller issue. Quality for
our payment flows is assured automatically, regardless of
whether they are related to batch- and instant-payments.
Since the Unifits Test Engine initiates end-to-end flows
through different customer channels as well as simulates
all the diverse clearing and settlement systems we are
connected to, we have been able to significantly reduce
effort and duration for regression testing.
Furthermore, it’s always a joy to work with Unifits. Their
outstanding expertise and support are inspiring!

START NOW

Let’s start to simplify your
transaction testing today!
Benefit from repeatable, automated and
reliable execution of hundreds of test cases
within a few days of implementation.
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